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STEP 1: SET UP A SANCTUARY ROOM
Set up a room to be used as a safe place for the new feline
family member. This gives the new cat time to get familiar
with the environment in a less-stressful way. The sanctuary
room can be any room with a door. It should contain a litter
box, food/water, a few cozy hiding places, a scratching
post, and toys.

STEP 2: MEALTIME TRAINING
Encourage positive associations. Feed the cats by placing
food bowls on either side of the closed door. Don't place
them too close at first. Stay within each cat's comfort zone.
In subsequent sessions. gradually move the bowls closer to
the door itself. Keep these sessions short and positive.
Cats aren't social eaters so never place bowls side by side.

STEP 3: THE SOCK EXCHANGE
Place a soft sock over your hand and gently rub the
newcomer along the face to collect facial pheromones.
The pheromones around the face are “friendly” scent
chemicals. Cats facially rub in locations where they feel
comfortable. Place the scented sock in your resident cat’s
area. Use another sock and rub your resident cat's face and
place that one in the new cat's room.

STEP 4: MORE SCENT SWAPPING
Let the newcomer start exploring beyond the sanctuary
room and spread her scent around more of the home.
This has to be done safely. Place your resident cat in a
separate room before opening the sanctuary room door.
Have an interactive toy handy to keep the session
positive and distract the new cat if she gets nervous. Do
this exercise a few times a day.

STEP 5: PEEK-A-BOO
Crack open the sanctuary room door during feeding sessions.
Feed the cats within sight of each other but far apart so they
don’t get reactive. Do several short sessions that end
positively rather than trying one long mealtime where a fight
could break out. If one cat tries to go after the other, use a
door stop or hook/eye closure to prevent the door from fully
opening. Sit at the entrance so you can quickly close the door
when needed.

STEP 6: OPEN THE DOOR
Don't do this until the cats are completely comfortable
seeing each other during the previous step. When it
comes time to open the sanctuary room door, if you’re
concerned about potential aggression, take an interim
step by stacking two or three baby gates across the
entrance. Continue mealtime training and interactive
playtime (using a toy for each cat). Keep sessions short
and positive.

STEP 7: THE ENVIRONMENT
Set up the environment to encourage security, fun and plenty of
territory for everyone. This is crucial when the cats are no
longer separated. Use cat trees, perches and hideaways to
create low, medium and high levels. If you increase the vertical
real estate in the environment you’ll greatly increase the cats’
perception of the amount of territory they have. Multiple litter
boxes are needed as well. Don't insist cats share.
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